
Interior Applications

Acoustics Elements
For Open-space Offices



Combining aesthetics and function is one of the 
most important concerns of Bruag, after many 
years of experience in the building industry                   
working closely with architects and craftsmen 
through projects all over the world, Bruag offers 
a range of unique acoustic solution for open-space 
offices to fit with your freely chosen design* or one 
of our more than 100 proposed design ideas .

Our collection of perforations and ornamentations 
is available in PDF on our website : www.bruag.com

*We recommend to have a perforation pattern with more than 30%     
   open surface for better acoustic properties.

SOLUTION FOR

OPEN-SPACE OFFICES

ACOUSTICS
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50100
Category 4

50201
Category 4

40200
Category 4

Perforation pattern examples

Textile standard colours

Contraphon™ *                                                                                         

- White Contraphon 140gr/m²
- Black Contraphon 140gr/m² 

Fleece standard colours

Fully customizable elements

When we say fully customizable we really mean it !
You can freely choose:

- Size                                - Design                   - Colour* 
- Textile                         - Fleece                    - Acoustic Foil
*A choice of over 3000 different colours (RAL, NCS S, Bruag Alu).

White
1152

Ecru
1153

Red
1154

Black
1157

Royal
1155

Navy Blue
1156

Pink
4784

Purple

Yellow
4502

Grey
1956

Bordeaux
3363

*Contraphon™: Nonwoven trickle protection barrier against dust particles

Acoustics Foil

Microperforated acoustics foil 
for an optimum acoustic comfort 

Green
4437
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Solution 01
Divider 100mm

The best from acoustics properties, this 

closed freestanding divider on metal foot (also 

delivered by us) can be put in the office without 

any fix installation, meaning that this element 

can also be moved if there are changes in the 

layout of offices.

This element has an extremely good absorption 

value and does not let the light go through the 

perforation .
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• Maximum format is 1.80m height and 2.50m width, but made on size fitting your requirement.

This element contains of:
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2 Solution 02
Divider 20mm

The best from combining aesthetics and 

function properties, this freestanding divider 

on metal foot (also delivered by us) can also be 

put in the office without any fix installation. 

This element has less sound absorption value 

than the 100mm divider but offers an aesthetic 

touch with the change of the light that passes 

through the perforations.

• Maximum format is 1.80m height and 2.00m width, but made on size fitting your requirement.

This element contains of:


